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H I G H L I G H T S

• We present a complete model that can predict the local complex structure formation of iPP in conditions comparable to real life processing.

• The model can predict the local crystalline composition, distinguishing between the multiple phases and multiple morphologies and couples structure formation
with rheology.

• It includes a full coupling between non-isothermal flow, non-linear viscoelastic flow behavior and (flow enhanced) crystallization.

• The finite element implementation is applicable to general processing applications.

• Model validation is done by comparison with the unique in situ X-ray and rheology data set.
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A B S T R A C T

Being able to properly model the material structure formation during processing is a fundamental step to predict
final product properties, especially for semicrystalline polymers, like isotactic PolyPropylene (iPP), which can
develop a multiplicity of different crystalline phases and morphologies. For this reason, in the present work a
complete model is presented which can predict the complex structure formation of iPP in conditions comparable
to injection moulding. The model includes a full coupling between the non-isothermal flow of a non-linear
viscoelastic fluid and its crystallization process, properly capturing the mutual interaction between the two and
is implemented in a finite element framework and as such applicable for general processing applications. The
model is the result of many years of numerical and experimental research in our group and finally provides a
complete simulation tool able to reproduce the complex iPP crystallization behaviour in conditions equivalent to
processing. The model can predict not only the local crystalline composition, distinguishing between the mul-
tiple phases and morphologies that can develop inside iPP, but also the effect of the structure formation on the
rheology. Comparisons with the unique in-situ data of Troisi et al. [1] demonstrate the good performance of the
model and encourage further research to adapt the model to simulate other relevant processes and processing
conditions. The results presented here are input for future work on structure related mechanical properties, see
for example Caelers et al. [2,3]. Notice that the approach as presented here is not specific for iPP. A similar
methodology, sometimes with additional modelling, is used for other polymers.

1. Introduction

Isotactic Polypropylene (iPP) is a thermoplastic polymer used in a
wide range of applications, going from packaging, to textiles, to auto-
motive components, to medical devices. The large variety of final iPP
product properties depends not only on the molecular architecture (e.g.
comonomer type and content, isotacticity, molecular weight, etc.), but

also on the various internal structures that can be developed in the
material during processing. Here, the steep thermal gradients, the high-
deformation rates and the elevated pressures experienced by the
polymer determine its final, complex crystalline, morphology. Being
able to understand and model iPP crystallization kinetics in conditions
comparable to those encountered during processing is, therefore, of
great importance to predict the final product characteristics.
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Among all industrial processes, injection moulding is one of the
most used techniques to shape a molten polymer into a desired object.
Even if a very small sample of an iPP injection moulded product is
analysed, a typical layered structure of multiple phases and multiple
morphologies can be recognised [4,5], which is determined by the local
thermo-mechanical history. In particular, moving from the walls of the
mould towards the centre, we can observe first a quenched layer due to
the rapid cooling at the walls, next a highly anisotropic shear-layer
containing shish-kebab structures, followed by a fine-grained layer with
low crystal orientation and a high nucleation density and finally an
isotropic core, crystallized at elevated pressures. The denomination
shish-kebab is generally used to describe a particular crystalline mor-
phology characterised by a fibrous semi-crystalline backbone (called
shish) with lamellar overgrowth (disk-like structures called kebabs).
Moreover, the same iPP injection moulded sample gives proof of an-
other iPP peculiar characteristic, polymorphism, i.e. the ability to exist
in three different crystal forms (α, β and γ) and a mesophase [4,6–10].
Specifically, the quenched layer of the sample is composed of meso-
phase, because of the high cooling rates experienced, while the shear
layer and the isotropic core show both α and γ phase, promoted re-
spectively by molecular orientation and elevated pressures. On the
other hand, the transition region between the shear and the fine grained
layer is mostly characterised by β phase, nucleating from oriented flow-
induced α-phase row nuclei. Furthermore, if processing takes place at
elevated pressures, shish and kebabs developing in the shear layer can
exhibit epitaxial growth of pressure-induced γ lamellae (called parents
or daughters depending on whether they are growing from shish
backbones or from α-kebabs, called parents) together with α-parents
and daughters lamellae (growing from shish or parents-kebab, respec-
tively) [11–13].

Understanding and being able to model the formation of these

Fig. 1. Geometry and boundaries of the problem (dimensions not in real scale).

Fig. 2. An overview of the model demonstrating the multiple interactions between the relevant physics.

Table 1
Rheological parameters for the XPP model. Columns 4 and 5 give the original
data used by Roozemond et al. [26], while columns 6 and 7 provide the values
derived by using molecular considerations. =T 220 Cref .

Mode Viscosity b i, s i, i s i, i

extens. extens. molec. molec.

Pa s s s s

1 20.00 5⋅10−5 2⋅10−5 2 6⋅10−6 0.05
2 130.76 0.0014 0.0004 2 6.67⋅10−6 0.05
3 303.60 0.011 0.0027 2 5.24⋅10−5 0.05
4 480.00 0.060 0.015 2 2.86⋅10−4 0.05
5 377.00 0.29 0.0731 2 1.38⋅10−3 0.05
6 183.70 1.67 0.4207 0.25 7.95⋅10−3 0.05
7 46.00 11.5 2.21 0.17 5.48⋅10−2 0.017

Table 2
Material properties.

Symbol Value Unity

p 800 kg/m3

cp p, 3157 J/kgK
p 0.11 W/mK

65%
H 207 J/g
s 8000 kg/m3

cp s, 670 J/kgK
s 80 W/mK
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complex structures including multiple phases and multiple morpholo-
gies is fundamental in order to correctly predict the final properties of
iPP products [2]. In particular, the effects of steep thermal gradients,
high-deformation rates and elevated pressures have to be properly
taken into account. For this reason, during the last years many ex-
perimental efforts have been devoted to understand the effect of shear
flow on structure development [14–20]. Most of the experiments were
carried out using the short-term flow protocol introduced by the pio-
neering work of Janeschitz-Kriegl's group, which allowed under-
standing the structure formation mechanisms in the early stages of flow.
However, this kind of experiments are still very far from real processing
conditions and are conducted at atmospheric pressure. On the other
hand, most of the works analyzing the effect of pressure on polymer
crystallization were performed at isobaric conditions, while very little
research has been focused on the combined effect of flow and pressure
on iPP crystallization, mainly because of the complexity of the experi-
mental set-up required. Using an unique flow-device/dilatometer,
capable to work at pressures up to 1200 bar and shear rates up to
180 s−1, van der Beek et al. [21] first proposed a set of experimental
data of iPP crystallized at elevated pressures after imposing a strong
shear flow. In this framework, Custodio et al. [22] and Steenbakkers
et al. [23] linked the creation rate of point-like nuclei to the momentary
stretch of the high-molecular weight tail of the material on a continuum
level. Later on, van Erp et al. [24,25] gave a fascinating picture of the
complex morphology obtained at high pressures and high shear rates,
explaining that shear flow does not act directly on the formation me-
chanism of γ-crystals, but makes the crystallization occur at high tem-
peratures, hence promoting the γ-phase formation over the α-phase,
because of its higher growth rate at high temperature and high pres-
sure.

Using van Erp's results, Roozemond et al. [13,26] proposed a model
able to capture the multiphase multi-morphological kinetics of isotactic
polypropylene, including some novel concepts on the structural evo-
lution like an increased growth rate for the α-parents during and after
flow due to residual molecular orientation and the growth of γ-lamellae
directly from the shish backbone.

A similar approach for modelling multi-phase and/or flow induced
crystallization was used for other polymers where, in some cases, ad-
ditional modelling was required. For example, for LLDPE the modelling
was extended to a three-stage crystallization process, i.e. including two
more secondary crystallization processes, which, surprisingly, were
coupled to the flow. The second secondary crystallization (bundle-like
crystallization) was strongly reduced by the flow [27]. For HDPE only
the coupling between space filling and rheology was studied, which is
an important part of the modelling [28].

Mostly the experimental work is limited to shear flow, but for poly
(1-butene) both shear and extensional flow were studied and, using
parameters obtained from short term shear, the model was validated
with continuous shear and extensional flow [29].

The importance of a quantitative model for non-isothermal crys-
tallization was demonstrated for Polyamide 6 (PA6) [30]. Although the
modelling was not used to its full extend, i.e. the measured space filling
was captured with a descriptive auxiliary expression, it was shown that
it forms the base for predicting lamellar thickness distributions and,
from that, the fraction of rigid and mobile amorphous phase (RAF/
MAF), which, in turn, determines the glass transition temperature and,
therefore, the mechanical properties such as the yield stress. For Poly-
amide 12 (PA12) a multi-phase quiescent model was used and fully
characterized and extended to take into account the effect of post
condensation on the crystallization kinetics [31,32].

In all the above mentioned research, the sample characterization
was performed post-mortem, neglecting the dynamics of the structure
formation. Troisi et al. [1], instead, collected for the first time online
experimental results during flow-induced crystallization of iPP at ele-
vated pressure, by using X-ray scattering and diffraction techniques
(SAXS and WAXD) coupled with a modified slit-flow rheometer, able to
control the pressure level before and immediately after the flow.

In the present work, the multiphase, multi-morphological crystal-
lization model by Roozemond et al. [13] is included in a two–dimen-
sional finite element non-isothermal flow solver, with full coupling
between the flow and energy equations, the non-linear viscoelastic
constitutive model and the flow-induced crystallization equations. The
unique experimental data of Troisi et al. [1] are then used to improve
and validate the simulation tool: the model is applied to simulate the
slit flow test case of Troisi et al. [1] and numerical results are directly
compared with experimental ones, in terms of transient flow and
crystallization quantities. The model shows to correctly predict the
global rheological behaviour of the fluid in terms of pressure drop
across the system and the final relative amount of the different crystal
phases and morphologies. In addition, the model is fine tuned in order
to use more realistic viscoelastic parameters [1] than the ones originally
adopted by Roozemond et al. [26] and satisfactory results are obtained
also in this case. Furthermore, an expression to directly relate the
growth rate of α parents to the level of stress inside the polymer is

Table 3
Crystallization parameters. Different flow induced crystallization parameters
are given for models containing extensional test rheological data and molecu-
larly derived rheological data.

Effect on rheology extens. molec.

reff 50 30 nm
μ 1 104 5
Tref 220 C
pref 1 bar
Ea 40 kJ/mol
κ 16.18 GPa 1

Crystal growth rate α-phase β-phase γ-phase

Gmax,0 19.2 7.1 4.4 μ m/s
TG,ref 90 107 104 C
ζ 27 27 27 C/kbar
p0 1 1 1 bar
cG 2.3⋅10−3 6.6⋅10−3 3.5 10−3 C 1

α 0 0 7.7 10−4 bar 1

Nucleation density

Nref 2.2⋅1015 m 3

TNref 110 C
CN 0.211 C 1

Flow induced nucleation extens. molec.

gn,ref 1⋅1012 1⋅1013 m s3 1

cn T, −0.016 −0.016 C 1

cn p, 7.58⋅10−4 7.58⋅10−4 bar 1

µn 0.03 0.015

seg 5 5 nm

Tref 166 C
pref 100 bar
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introduced, overriding the empirical correlation proposed by Rooze-
mond [26]. Results of simulations show how this approach allows
better capturing the crystallization dynamics.

Section 2 describes the model features and the simulation metho-
dology, Section 3 shows the comparisons between the numerical and
the experimental results, Section 4 draws some conclusions and gives an
outlook for future work.

2. Modelling

The model presented in this article builds upon the flow equations
for a slightly compressible fluid (conservation of mass and momentum),
the energy equation, a non–linear viscoelastic fluid constitutive model

and flow-induced crystallization equations. The numerical solution is
obtained by using an in–house developed finite element code [33].
Simulations represent a two–dimensional approximation of the slit flow
test case used in the experiments by Troisi et al. [1]: flow is applied in a
confined slit flow geometry within a modified multipass rheometer by
simultaneously moving the two pistons between which the material is
confined in the same direction and at a constant speed. This unique
experimental device allows obtaining high wall shear rates, comparable
to injection moulding processes, and, at the same time, enables care-
fully controlling the pressure before and after the flow. The flow cell is
cooled down to the iso-thermal flow temperature by pumping a cooling
medium through the cell, while the temperature in the barrels where
the pistons are located is kept constant and above the melting

Fig 3. Time evolution of the velocity magnitude
with a piston speed of 80 mm/s and an initial
pressure of 400 bar. At the initial time step, the
pistons start moving and mobilize the fluid in the
slit (a), until a steady state is reached (b).
Meanwhile, oriented structures start forming in
the region close to the wall and give rise to a kind
of necking in the flow field (c), until the pistons
are stopped (d). The white line shows the
boundary between the fluid and the solid regions.

Fig 4. Time evolution of the total length of shish
kebabs with a piston speed of 80 mm/s and an
initial pressure of 400 bar. Because of the high
values of shear rate close to the slit wall, oriented
structures are formed in that region. The thickness
of the region occupied by shish-kebabs increases
with time. The white line shows the boundary
between the fluid and the solid regions.
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Fig 5. Time evolution of the temperature with a
piston speed of 80 mm/s and an initial pressure of
400 bar: initial condition (a), convection domi-
nated field due to the piston movement (b), tem-
perature diffusing back to the initial condition
after stopping the pistons (c). The white line
shows the boundary between the fluid and the
solid regions.

Fig 6. Comparisons of the transient pressure drop between the transducers obtained from simulations (original rheological parameters used by Roozemond et al.
[26], see Table 3) and in experiments with four different piston speeds at 100 bar (a), at 200 bar (b), at 300 bar (c) and at 400 bar (d).
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temperature, to guarantee the proper functioning of the pressure
transducers. For further details about the experimental set-up see Troisi
et al. [1]. The material used was an isotactic polypropylene (iPP Bor-
ealis HD601CF) with a weight-averaged molecular weight Mw of
365 kg/mol and a polydispersity index M M/w n of 5.4. Material para-
meters are mostly taken from literature and are provided in this section.

The computational domain is depicted in Fig. 1 and, due to axial
symmetry, corresponds to half of the slit. The thickness of the slit d is
1.5 mm (i.e. the domain thickness is 0.75 mm) and the distance be-
tween the two pistons is 185 mm. The distance between the pressure
transducers is 160 mm. Thermocouples are positioned at 0.5 mm dis-
tance from the wall surface and the temperature measured by these
thermocouples is used as a boundary condition for the simulations. For
this reason, an additional problem has to be solved to find the tem-
perature at the fluid boundary. The computational domain is hence split
into two regions (see Fig. 1): 1, the polymer, in which all equations are
solved (flow, constitutive model, energy and crystallization equations)
and 2, the steel, in which only the conduction dominated heat transfer
problem is solved (to obtain the temperature at the fluid boundary). In

the numerical model, the motion of the material inside the flow cell is
tracked by using a moving mesh and an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian
(ALE) formulation [34]. The governing equations are solved sequen-
tially per time step with a second-order semi-implicit Gear time step-
ping for the energy balance and the logarithmic version (for numerical
stability reasons) of the crystallization evolution and a second-order
semi-implicit Gear/Karniadakis discretization with conformation pre-
diction for the flow and stress solution [35]. Several stabilization
techniques are employed: the discrete elastic-viscoelastic stress split
(DEVSS) [36,37], the streamline-upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) [38],
and the log-conformation representation (LCR) [39]. A schematic view
of the fully coupled model is shown in Fig. 2.

2.1. Flow equations

Flow equations express the conservation of mass and momentum
inside the system, where the compressibility of the polymer melt is
accounted for by considering the material as an elastic solid in volume,
for which

Fig 7. Comparisons of the transient pressure drop between the transducers obtained from simulations (original rheological parameters used by Roozemond et al.
[26], see Table 3) and in experiments at different initial pressure levels and with a piston speed of 20 mm/s (a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and 80 mm/s (d).
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=p p K Jln ,0 (1)

where p is the pressure, p0 is the initial pressure and the Jacobian J is a
measure of the change in volume, i.e. =J Fdet , with F the deformation
gradient tensor between the initial and the current configuration. K is
the compressibility modulus, which for iPP at ambient pressure is taken
equal to 10 Pa9 [40]. Density variations can then be expressed as:

= J/ ,0 (2)

and the mass conservation equation becomes:

+ =
K

Dp
Dt

u1 0, (3)

where D Dt/ is the material derivative and u is the fluid velocity and p is
the pressure. The momentum conservation equation reads

=p D
Dt

u( ) , (4)

where ρ is the density depending on the pressure p and

= + +Ip D2 ,s (5)

where = 10 Pa ss
2 is a viscous component added for numerical

reasons, D is the deformation rate tensor and is the total extra-stress
tensor of a non–linear viscoelastic fluid, which can be expressed as

G= C I( ),
i

i i
(6)

where Ci is the conformation tensor of mode i and Equation (6) sums
over all modes.

2.2. Constitutive model

The non-linear viscoelasticity of the polymer melt is approximated
by using a multi mode extended pom-pom model (XPP). This model,
originally developed for branched polymer melts, was demonstrated to
accurately describe also the behaviour of linear polydispersed melts in
both shear and extension [41]. The conformation tensor is given by (the
parameter α, as used in the original model, is set to zero):

+ + =C
C

C
C C

C
I2

exp[ ( tr /3 1)]
1 3

tr
1 3

tr
0,i

i i

s i i
i

b i

i

i, , (7)

where Ci denotes the upper convected derivative of the conformation

Fig. 8. Comparisons of the transient pressure drop between the transducers obtained from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular con-
siderations, see Table 3 and eq. (8)) and in experiments with four different piston speeds at 100 bar (a), at 200 bar (b), at 300 bar (c) and at 400 bar (d).
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tensor of mode i, b i, is the relaxation time for the backbone tube or-
ientation of mode i, s i, is the backbone stretch relaxation time of mode i
and the parameter i depends on the number of virtual arms qi of the
molecule according to = q0.1/i i.

As a starting point, the linear viscoelastic spectrum of iPP as used by
Roozemond et al. [26] is employed (see Table 1). These data were
obtained from Small-Angle Oscillatory Shear (SAOS) measurements and
the stretch relaxation times (needed to calculate backbone stretch in the
XPP model) were chosen by Roozemond as /4s i b i, , and =q 0.05, for
all modes except for the ones with the longest relaxation time. For the
latter, the parameters were obtained from a fit to uniaxial extensional
viscosity data [42]. Furthermore, to capture steady state pressure drop
values it was necessary to add an additional mode with low relaxation
time (mode 1 in Table 1), the viscosity of which was chosen such that
steady state pressure drop values for the lowest piston speeds were in
acceptable agreement with experiments. This is justified because SAOS
does not probe the material at shear rates in excess of 1000 s 1, even
with the use of time-temperature superposition. The ambiguity in the
way the stretch relaxation times are determined by Roozemond et al.
[26] is justified by the phenomenological approach followed, linking

the rheology with the structure formation. However, later on, while
critically analysing the criterion for shish formation, Troisi et al. [1]
found out that in order to compute the critical effective stretch time,
these stretch relaxation times, obtained by fitting the XPP model to
extensional data, were too long for the flow times used in the experi-
ments (the same experiment which we reproduce here numerically),
showing no difference during flow for the cumulative molecular stretch
at different pressures. Better and more physical results are achieved if
the stretch relaxation times are based on molecular considerations
( s i, molec.), i.e. if the Rouse times extracted from linear rheology mea-
surements ( s i, ) are used [43], that is

=T p
T p
Z

( , )
( , )
3

,s i
b i

,
,

(8)

where = =Z M M/ 70w e , using a value of =M 5200g mole
1 [44]. Notice

that, although this gives us Rouse times that are in the order of what
might be expected, this is still a very coarse estimation. More accurate
expressions to calculate Rouse times are known that take into account
contour length fluctuations and constraint release [45,46] and, more-
over, for every mode the corresponding molecular weight should be

Fig. 9. Comparisons of the transient pressure drop between the transducers obtained from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular con-
siderations, see Table 3 and eq. (8)) and in experiments at different initial pressure levels and with a piston speed of 20 mm/s (a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and
80 mm/s (d).
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used instead of the average molecular weight. However, we think that
bringing the values of the Rouse times to a more realistic order can
show us if there is a (positive) effect on the predictive capacities of the
model. In Table 1, the rheological parameters obtained by using this
second molecular approach are also given. Of course, the two different
set of viscoelastic parameters require different parameters for the
crystallization model, as we will illustrate in the following sections.

2.3. Effects on rheology

It has been observed that the presence of shish strongly influences
the rheology of the melt, even before the crystalline volume fraction
reaches considerable values [26], because of the chains protruding from
the shish into the melt. In order to model such an effect, we follow here
the same approach used by Roozemond et al. [26], in which the effect
of shish on the viscosity of the material is adjusted via the modulus,
which is expressed as

G G= 10 ,i i
µ v

0,
log ( )10 eff (9)

whereG i0, is the modulus of the mode i in the molten state, μ is the ratio

between the modulus of the crystal and the one of the melt (for iPP
=µ 104) and veff is the effective space filling of shish-kebabs, given by

=v L r1 exp( ),eff tot eff
2 (10)

with =r 50eff nm. Note that when the stretch relaxation times are ob-
tained on the basis of molecular considerations, the parameter μ must
be taken equal to 5 and =r 30eff nm, in order to reproduce the same
effect on the rheology as given by the original model of Roozemond
et al. [26].

The effect of temperature and pressure on the polymer rheological
behaviour is modelled by changing the relaxation times according to

= a a ,T p 0 (11)

where 0 is the relaxation time at =T 220 Cref and =p 1ref bar and the
temperature shift factor is defined according to a WLF-description,

=a E
T T

exp
8.31

1 1 ,T
a

ref (12)

with =E 40a kJ/mol. The pressure shift factor, instead, is defined

Fig. 10. Comparisons of the transient pressure drop between the transducers obtained from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular con-
siderations, see Table 3 and eq. (8), α parent growth rate function of Ctr , see eq. (42), and Rouse relaxation times function of Nf , see eq. (43)) and in experiments
with four different piston speeds at 100 bar (a), at 200 bar (b), at 300 bar (c) and at 400 bar (d).
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according to Refs. [47,48].

=a p pexp [ ( )])p ref (13)

with = 16.18 GPa 1. Note that all parameters of previous equations
are also given in Table 3.

2.4. Energy equation

Crystallization kinetics strongly depend on temperature, which is
obtained by solving over 1 and 2 the equation for the conservation of
energy

= + +c DT
Dt

T H D: ,k p k k k,
2

(14)

where the subscript k indicates the polymer in 1 or the steel in 2, cp is
the specific heat at constant pressure, λ the conductivity, the final
crystallinity, H the heat of crystallization and is the total crystal-
lization rate. Parameters are given in Table 2.

2.5. Crystallization kinetics

The crystallization model used is the one proposed by Roozemond
et al. [13], the original concept of which was introduced by van
Drongelen et al. [49]. For each crystal phase and each morphology, the
Schneider rate equations [50] are solved to calculate the crystallization
kinetics as function of nucleation density and growth rate only. It has to
be noted that in this work the formation of the mesomorphic phase is
not used because of the (nearly) isothermal conditions at relatively high
temperature of the experiment, which inhibits the formation of this
phase (as confirmed by experiments as well). In addition, nuclei can be
created by a temperature reduction or by the flow. Upon creation,
fractions of nuclei are allocated to one of the three crystal phases based
on their momentary growth rates. The structures grow from nuclei
(including shish) according to the momentary growth rate of its phase,
which depends on temperature and pressure. They can grow un-
bounded, i.e. as if no other structures are present. This gives the total
undisturbed volume that is the input for the Kolmogorov-Avrami
equation, which takes into account impingement [51]. Shish-kebab
structures including lamellar branching are also formed according to

Fig. 11. Comparisons of the transient pressure drop between the transducers obtained from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular con-
siderations, see Table 3 and eq. (8), α parent growth rate function of Ctr , see eq. (42), and Rouse relaxation times function of Nf , see eq. (43)) and in experiments at
different initial pressure levels and with a piston speed of 20 mm/s (a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and 80 mm/s (d).
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the same competitive approach between the different phases and
morphologies.

2.5.1. Spherulites
For spherulites, an extended version (i.e. multiple phases) of the

Schneider rate equations is used to calculate crystallization kinetics:

= =
D

Dt
N N8 ( 8 )i

i
3,

3 (15)

= =
D

Dt
G R( 8 )i

i i
2,

3, 2 tot (16)

= =
D

Dt
G S( )i

i i
1,

2, 1 tot (17)

= =
D

Dt
G V( )i

i i
0,

1, 0 tot (18)

where N is the number density, R is the radius density, Stot is the area
density, Vtot is the undisturbed volume fraction, i indicates the different
crystal phases and Gi is the relative growth rate

=G T G c T T( ) exp[ ( ) ],i i G i G imax, , ,ref,
2 (19)

with cG i, a parameter given in Table 3 and the reference temperature is
adjusted with pressure according to the Clapeyron equation

= +T T p p( ).G i G i,ref, ,ref, ,0 0 (20)

TG i,ref, ,0, ζ and p0 are also given in Table 3. Furthermore, the pressure
also affects the maximum growth rate

=G G p pexp( ( )),i i imax, max, ,0 0 (21)

with i and G imax, ,0 also given in Table 3. Equation (21) was determined
by Van Drongelen et al. [49] using experimental data for the same iPP
grade.

The nucleation density for each phase is allocated from the total
reservoir of nuclei

= +N f N f N ,i i f f i q q, , (22)

where the coefficients fi represent the factors by which the nucleation
density is split among the different phases (see below), Nf is the crea-
tion rate of point-like nuclei due to the flow and Nq is the quiescent
nucleation rate due to temperature, which can be expressed as

Fig. 12. Comparisons of the total apparent crystallinity from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular considerations, see Table 3 and eq. (8)) and
experiments with four different piston speeds at 100 bar (a) at 200 bar (b) at 300 bar (c) and at 400 bar (d).
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Fig. 13. Comparisons of the total apparent crystallinity from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular considerations, see Table 3 and eq. (8)) and
experiments at different initial pressure levels and with a piston speed of 20 mm/s (a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and 80 mm/s (d).

Fig. 14. Maximum apparent crystallinity at the axis with a piston speed of 80 mm/s and at the four different initial pressures (a) and at an initial pressure of 400 bar
and with the four different piston speeds (b). Note that in (a) the lines at 100 and 200 bar are perfectly overlapping, while in (b) the lines at 20 and 40 mm/s are very
close to each other.
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=N T
dN
dT

,q
q

(23)

where T is the time derivative of the temperature and

=
dN
dT

c N c T Texp [ ( )],q
N N Nref ,ref (24)

see Roozemond et al. and van Drongelen et al. [42,49]. All parameters
of the above equations are given in Table 3 and TN ,ref is computed as
TG i,ref, in Equation (20). The creation rate of point-like nuclei due to the
flow is coupled in a phenomenological way to the momentary stretch of
the material in the high-molecular-weight tail, i.e.

=N g T p µ( , )exp [ ( 1)]f n n HMW
2 (25)

where HMW is the backbone stretch of the mode with the highest re-
laxation time calculated using the XPP model

= Ctr /3 .HMW HMW (26)

The parameter µn is given in Table 3 for both cases, i.e. when the
stretch relaxation times are obtained from extensional data or on the
basis of molecular considerations, while gn is obtained as

= +g T p g( , ) 10 ,n n
c T T c p p

,ref
( ) ( )n T n p, ref , ref (27)

where =T 166 Cref , =p 100ref bar and gn,ref for both cases are also given
in Table 3.

The coefficients fi in Equation (22) represent the factors by which
the nucleation density is split among the different phases, according to
their momentary growth rates. Special assumptions are made for the β
phase, which arises only in presence of nucleating agents or flow. In our
case in quiescent conditions the number of β nuclei is set to zero (no
nucleating agents), while we assign a fixed fraction of β flow-induced
nuclei. The latter assumption is motivated by the fact that, since the
growth rate of the β phase is much higher than the one of the other two
phases, only a small amount of β nuclei is enough to produce a sub-
stantial β fraction (see Ref. [26]). This is true in a specific temperature
window (between 97.5 and 134. 3 C), see van Drongelen et al. [49]. The
specific value of the fraction of β flow-induced nuclei is obtained by
Roozemond et al. [13], by comparisons with experiments. In conclu-
sion, in quiescent conditions

=
+

f G
G G

,q, (28)

=f 0,q, (29)

=
+

f
G

G G
,q, (30)

while during flow

=
+

f f G
G G

(1 ) ,f f, , (31)

=f f ,f, (32)

=
+

f f
G

G G
(1 ) ,f f, , (33)

with =f 2 10 3.

2.5.2. Shish-kebabs
A set of rate equations equivalent to the Schneider rate equations

and based on a model proposed by Eder and Janeschitz-Kriegl [51,52]
are used for shish-kebab growth, where both the α and the γ phase are
allowed to form parent and daughter lamellae [25]:

=
+

G L
G

G G
4 ,p

p
1, , tot

,

(34)

=
+

G L
G

G G
4 ,1, tot

(35)

and

=
+ +

G
G

G G G
,p p

p

p d
0, , , 1,

,

, , (36)

=
+ +

G
G

G G G
,d d

d

p d
0, , , 1,

,

, , (37)

= G ,p0, , 1, (38)

=
+ +

G
G

G G G
,d

p d
0, , 1,

, , (39)

where

=L N2 ,ftot seg (40)

is the rate of change of the total line nucleation density of kebabs, i.e.
the specific shish length. Here the streamers concept mechanism pro-
posed by the Kornfield group [53] is used for the shish growth

Fig. 15. Critical time required to get the maximum value of the apparent
crystallinity at the axis greater than 0.8 as a function of the piston speed for the
four values of the initial pressure.

Table 4
Expected and optimal values of the time scale for the pressure relaxation due to
solidification p.

expected optimal

vp 20 vp 40 vp 60 vp 80 vp 20 vp 40 vp 60 vp 80

p100 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200
p200 580 580 580 580 350 500 500 700
p300 300 300 300 300 160 200 280 300
p400 180 180 180 180 120 100 60 180
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mechanism, i.e. the shish length increases by addition of chain seg-
ments of length seg to the tip of the shish. In addition, because of the
high-deformation rates used in the present test case, the material is
assumed to deform affinely at the tip of the shish. Furthermore, no
critical flow condition for the formation of shish is applied in the model
[13,25,52].

Regarding the growth rate of the single phases, it has to be noted
that crystal growth rate can be enhanced by the orientation of the
chains in the flow direction. If we look at the conformation of shish-
kebabs, we can see that four different lamellar morphologies can be
formed: α-parents (with c-axis oriented in the flow direction), α-
daughters (with c-axis at an angle of 80 with the flow direction), γ-
parents and γ-daughters (with c-axis at an angle of 40 with respect to
the α phase on which they nucleate). Hence, among these four
morphologies, only α-parents are favoured by the flow-induced or-
ientation. In the original model proposed by Roozemond et al. [26], this
is accounted for with an empirical expression, increasing the α-parent
growth rate by a factor during flow and relaxing it to the quiescent

value with a relaxation time similar to an average rheological relaxa-
tion time, that is

= +( )G T t G T G( , ) ( ) 1 e ,p
t

, flow
/ G (41)

where =G 4flow and = 9G .
In the present work, a direct correlation between the α-parent

growth rate and the molecular conformation is introduced. This is ob-
tained by expressing the α-parent growth rate as a function of the trace
of the conformation tensor of the mode with the highest relaxation
time, i.e.

= +G T t G T G C( , ) ( )[1 (tr )],p, flow HMW (42)

with =G 0.009flow (obtained by numerical experiments). In this way,
during flow the growth rate of α-parents is favoured and after flow the
effect is progressively reduced by the relaxation of the conformation
tensor (which is fully tracked in time). However, when directly ap-
plying this formulation into the model described above, a too fast

Fig. 16. Comparisons of the total apparent crystallinity from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular considerations, see Table 3 and eq. (8), and
exponential decay of pressure with the optimal values of p given in Table 4) and experiments with four different piston speeds at 100 bar (a) at 200 bar (b) at 300 bar
(c) and at 400 bar (d).
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decrease of the α parents growth rate after flow appears. This is due to
the fact that in the original model proposed by Roozemond et al. [26],
the effect of crystallization on the fluid rheology is accounted for only
through the increase of the material modulus, while the relaxation time
remains unchanged. On the contrary, the development of crystal
structures inside the material is expected to have an impact also on
relaxation times, as proposed by Zuidema et al. and Housmans et al.
[43,52], according to whom the reptation time and the Rouse time are
linear functions of the number densities of flow-induced precursors and
nuclei. Following their approach we propose here a dependence of the
Rouse time only, on the number density of flow induced nuclei, i.e.

= +a a aN(1 ),s i T P s i f, , 0 (43)

where the parameter a is set to 10 4. When using the expression above
to model the effect of crystallization on the polymer relaxation times,
the coefficient μ in Equation (9), expressing the change in the modulus
due to the presence of shish, has to be reduced to 0.015, in order not to
over-estimate the global impact on the fluid rheology caused by

crystallization. Indeed, introducing the above modifications produces a
much slower relaxation of the conformation tensor, with a time scale of
around 30–40 s comparable to the one experimentally observed for the
decrease of the α-parents growth rate.

However, in order to simulate such a relaxation, the flow and
constitutive equations have to be solved for such a long duration, which
is computationally very expensive, both because of the size of the
problem and because of the very small time step required to ensure
stability. In order to reduce the computational time, the following
strategy is then followed: the full system of equations (flow, constitutive
model, energy and crystallization) is solved during flow and after
stopping the pistons, until velocity is almost zero in the whole slit and
pressure has reached everywhere a value very close to the initial one.
After that moment, only the equation for the conformation tensor
evolution together with those for energy conservation and crystal-
lization are solved and once the conformation tensor is completely re-
laxed, only energy and crystallization equations are solved until the end
of the experiment. This strategy results in much shorter simulation

Fig. 17. Comparisons of the total apparent crystallinity from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular considerations, see Table 3 and eq. (8), and
exponential decay of pressure with the optimal values of p given in Table 4) and experiments at different initial pressure levels and with a piston speed of 20 mm/s
(a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and 80 mm/s (d).
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times, but unfortunately gives a relaxation of the conformation tensor
rather faster than what obtained when also solving flow equations until
all stresses are fully relaxed. However, since this more complete ap-
proach is computationally unfeasible, the mentioned strategy is con-
sidered to provide a reasonable compromise between the solution ac-
curacy and the calculation cost. In fact, as shown in the following
sections, this method still allows capturing the dynamics of the α par-
ents growth rate, even if with a shifted time scale with respect to ex-
periments.

Regarding the other growth rates,

=G T t G T( , ) ( ),d, (44)

and

= =G T t G T t G T( , ) ( , ) ( ),p d, , (45)

where G T( ) and G T( ) are given by Equation (19).

2.5.3. Impingement
To include impingement of growing structures and, in this way,

obtain the space filling, we use the well-known Kolmogorov-Avrami
equation [54]:

= +1 exp ( ) ,
i

i itot 0, 0,
(46)

where tot is the total space filling, which is equal to unity when the
crystallization process is complete. The space filling of each individual
crystal phase can be obtained from the rate equations:

= +(1 )( ),i i itot 0, 0, (47)

while for each specific phase and morphology we have for spherulites

= (1 ) ,i itot 0, (48)

and for shish-kebabs

Fig. 18. Comparisons of the total apparent crystallinity from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular considerations, see Table 3 and eq. (8),
exponential decay of pressure with the optimal values of p given in Table 4, α parent growth rate function of Ctr , see eq. (42), and Rouse relaxation times function of
Nf , see eq. (43)) and experiments with four different piston speeds at 100 bar (a) at 200 bar (b) at 300 bar (c) and at 400 bar (d).
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= (1 ) .i itot 0, (49)

2.6. Boundary and initial conditions

The following boundary and initial conditions are applied over the
computational domain (see Fig. 1).

Flow and extra-stress tensor:

• =u vx piston on 2 and 4,
• =u 0y on 1, 2, 3 and 4,
• a velocity profile for ux on 3: ux is a small slip velocity near 2 and 4

and goes linearly to zero in 4 mm from the pistons, remaining zero
on the rest of the boundary,

• =u y/ 0x on the center line 1,
• zero extra-stress inside the domain.

Energy:

• =T 220 C on 5 and 7,
• a temperature profile on 6: T going linearly from 220 C to 145 C in

7 mm from the pistons ( 6lin) and remaining constant and equal to
145 C on the rest of the boundary ( 6const),

• =T y/ 0 on the center line 1.
• the initial condition for the temperature replicates the temperature

profile imposed on 6 at all the y-coordinates.

Crystallization:

• the initial condition for all crystallization evolution equations is the
almost no crystallinity is present in the domain at the beginning of
the simulation. Variables are initialized to a very low value (not
zero) for numerical reasons.

It has to be noted that the pistons move for 0.25 s. After that time a
zero piston speed is used as a boundary condition while solving the full
system of equations to relax the pressure and the stresses. After 2.5 s,

Fig. 19. Comparisons of the total apparent crystallinity from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular considerations, see Table 3 and eq. (8),
exponential decay of pressure with the optimal values of p given in Table 4, α parent growth rate function of Ctr , see eq. (42), and Rouse relaxation times function of
Nf , see eq. (43)) and experiments at different initial pressure levels and with a piston speed of 20 mm/s (a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and 80 mm/s (d).
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the fluid velocity is almost zero inside the slit and the pressure is
completely relaxed. Hence, from that time onward only the equation for
the conformation tensor evolution together with those for energy con-
servation and crystallization are solved and once the conformation
tensor is completely relaxed, only energy and crystallization equations
are solved for the remaining ~20 min of the experiment. It has to be
noted that, when using the empirical approach proposed by Roozemond
et al. [26] for the α parent growth-rate, it is not necessary to further
model the conformation tensor relaxation once the fluid has no more
velocity inside the slit, and, from this moment onward, only energy and
crystallization equations can be solved until the end of the experiment.

3. Results

An overview of the numerical results and the comparison with the
experimental results of Troisi et al. [1] is presented. Four initial pres-
sure conditions are investigated (100, 200, 300 and 400 bar) at which

four different piston speeds are tested (20, 40, 60 and 80 mm/s), i.e. a
total of 16 conditions. First, the results obtained with the original model
parameters as proposed by Roozemond et al. [13] are presented. In this
way, we validate our numerical code by reproducing the results from
Roozemond et al. [26]. Next the results obtained with the relaxation
times derived from molecular considerations and the retuned model
parameters are given. Finally, results obtained by modelling the α-
parents growth rate as a function of the conformation tensor are pre-
sented. It is demonstrated that using a more realistic rheological model
improves capturing the polymer behaviour, in terms of pressure drop,
while linking the growth rate of the parent lamellae favoured by the
molecular orientation represented by the trace of the conformation
tensor provides better dynamics in the evolution of the crystal phases
and morphologies, even if a shift in the time scale with respect to ex-
perimental results is observed, because of unavoidable model approx-
imations.

To present the results, we follow the same order as used by Troisi

Fig. 20. Comparisons of the ratio between the α-phase and all other phases from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular considerations, see
Table 3 and eq. (8), and exponential decay of pressure with the optimal values of p given in Table 4) and experiments at different initial pressure levels and with a
piston speed of 20 mm/s (a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and 80 mm/s (d).
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et al. [1] in the description of their experimental outcomes. We first
show some overall results to demonstrate the detailed information that
can be obtained. Next, we focus on the rheological evolution during the
flow in terms of transient pressure drops and then we analyze the re-
sults in terms of crystallinity and relative amount of the different phases
and morphologies. In experiments, the crystallinity and phase content
were measured through the diamond window in the middle of the slit
(see Fig. 1) and are averaged over the thickness. Therefore, numerical
results are also sampled at the diamond window position and averaged
over the slit thickness.

3.1. Flow and pressure response

Figs. 3–5 show the numerically determined evolution of the velo-
city, shish-length and temperature field, respectively (in this case with
an initial pressure of 400 bar and a piston speed of 80 mm/s). The
different phases during the flow can be clearly recognised: at the initial

time step the pistons start moving and the fluid in the slit is mobilized
(see Fig. 3a), until a pseudo-steady state is reached (see Fig. 3b).
Meanwhile, because of the high values of shear rate in the layer close to
the wall, oriented structures are formed in that region (see Fig. 4a),
locally increasing the value of the modulus (i.e. the viscosity) of the
fluid and, as a consequence, decreasing the deformation rate. For this
reason, since the volumetric flow rate across the slit has to remain
nearly constant (compressibility also plays a role), higher fluid velo-
cities and hence higher shear rates are generated in the next region
immediately closer to the slit center, causing the formation of more
shish. In this way, the shear layer thickness keeps increasing (the shish
layer grows like a progressing front, see Roozemond et al. [26]), gen-
erating the necked flow field shown in Fig. 3c with a high velocity
concentrated in a narrow channel. The process is suddenly interrupted
when the pistons are stopped. After this moment, the pressure and the
stress inside the polymer start to relax and the velocity decreases ra-
pidly until all of the material gets to rest.

Fig. 21. Comparisons of the ratio between the γ-phase and all other phases from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular considerations, see
Table 3 and eq. (8), and exponential decay of pressure with the optimal values of p given in Table 4) and experiments at different initial pressure levels and with a
piston speed of 20 mm/s (a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and 80 mm/s (d).
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Fig. 5 shows instead the evolution of the temperature field inside the
slit: from the initial condition (see Fig. 5a), to the convection dominated
field due to the pistons movement (see Fig. 5b) and, finally, to the
diffusion dominated phase after stopping the pistons (see Fig. 5c), with
the temperature being restored to the initial conditions.

The different phases of the experiment are also visible in the pres-
sure drop graphs (see Figs. 6 and 7), where we can recognize the strong
pressure change associated with the flow start-up, the rapid upturn of
pressure due to the structure formation and the necking effect and the
pressure relaxation after stopping the pistons. In particular, if we con-
sider what happens at the different pressure conditions when increasing
the piston speed (see Fig. 6), it can be observed that higher velocities
cause stronger upturns in the pressure drop: this is due to the fact that
higher velocities imply higher shear rates and consequently a faster
shish development and the formation of thicker shear layers and more
intense flow field necking (for the same flow times). On the other hand,

if the piston speed is fixed and the initial pressure increased (see Fig. 7),
again a stronger upturn of the pressure drop is observed. This is due to
the fact that at higher pressure (and for the same flow conditions), the
fluid relaxation times, the crystal phase growth rates and the melting
temperature (and thus the undercooling) are increased. As a con-
sequence, the high molecular weight tail of the material, responsible for
the shish formation, is more stretched and shish can form earlier in time
and develop faster, generating thicker shear layers, stronger necking
and hence more intense pressure drops. On the other hand, the flow
start-up time (i.e. the time scale required to reach the steady state)
remains the same when increasing pressure, because this phenomenon
is dominated by compressibility, which does not vary much with
pressure (see Ref. [26]).

The good agreement obtained between numerical and experimental
results in terms of pressure drop can be seen as a supporting proof for
the model accuracy. In fact, the pressure evolution is the result of the

Fig. 22. Comparisons of the ratio between α-parents and α-daughters from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular considerations, see Table 3
and eq. (8), and exponential decay of pressure with the optimal values of p given in Table 4) and experiments at different initial pressure levels and with a piston
speed of 20 mm/s (a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and 80 mm/s (d).
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non-linear rheology, the flow induced crystallization and of its effect on
the rheological properties. Both of them have to be properly captured
by the model, in order to correctly predict the pressure drop behaviour.
It has to be noted that the discrepancy for the start-up time observed for
experiments at 100 bar (especially for =vp 20 and 60 mm/s is an ex-
perimental artifact, due to the fact that one of the pistons was partially
covering one pressure transducer at the beginning of the flow (see Ref.
[1]).

Figs. 8 and 9 show comparisons between pressure drop results ob-
tained with experiments and simulations, for the case in which rheo-
logical parameters derived from molecular considerations are used. A
good agreement between calculations and experiments is obtained also
in this case, when more realistic values (and not just tuned ones) are
used to describe the viscoelastic behaviour of the fluid. In particular, by
comparing Fig. 6 with Fig. 8, it can be noticed that the more realistic
rheological parameters give a better description of the experimental
pressure drop for the two lower initial pressures at higher piston speeds,

i.e. when flow induced crystallization has a stronger effect on fluid
dynamics (the most challenging conditions for the model here pre-
sented).

When the α-parent growth rate is linked to the trace of the con-
formation tensor and Rouse relaxation times vary depending on the
number density of flow induced nuclei, the pressure drop measured in
experiments can be even better captured by simulations, as shown in
Figs. 10 and 11. In particular, the time of the rapid upturn of pressure
due to the structure formation and the relaxation after flow cessation
are better represented, especially at high piston speeds and high pres-
sures, where flow induced crystallization plays a major role.

3.2. Crystallinity and phase content evolutions

Figs. 12 and 13 show the time evolution of the total apparent
crystallinity obtained in simulations and in experiments, with the four
different piston speeds and at the four different initial pressures. Again,

Fig. 23. Comparisons of the ratio between α-parents and γ-parents and daughters from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular considerations,
see Table 3 and eq. (8), and exponential decay of pressure with the optimal values of p given in Table 4) and experiments at different initial pressure levels and with
a piston speed of 20 mm/s (a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and 80 mm/s (d).
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the apparent crystallinity is here the average value across the slit at the
middle section corresponding to the diamond window shown in Fig. 1.
Notice how the agreement between numerical and experimental data
worsens for increasing pressure. The reason of this discrepancy is found
in the fact that in the simulations the same background pressure
(namely 100, 200, 300 and 400 bar) is kept from the beginning to the
end, while in reality, because of the polymer solidification and
shrinkage, pressure can dramatically decrease inside the slit. Actually,
in simulations, after the pistons are stopped, the relaxation of stress,
pressure and flow is computed only for few seconds, until the fluid gets
almost to total rest and pressure decreases to a value close to the initial
one. After that moment, a zero velocity field and a homogeneous
pressure equal the initial one are assumed over the whole domain and
only stress relaxation, crystallization and energy equations are solved
for the rest of the calculation. On the other hand, in reality, once the
flow is stopped and the fluid has relaxed, the material gradually soli-
difies, dominantly at the high pressure side, which can block the slit

and pressure control is lost. This causes the pressure inside the slit to
decrease up to almost atmospheric conditions. However, because of the
high computational cost of the flow and stress equations, this process
cannot be directly simulated. Hence, in order to capture the pressure
reduction due to the material solidification when flow and stress
equations are no longer solved, an exponential decay of pressure is
proposed according to the exponential law

=p t p e( ) ,t
0

/ p (50)

where p is the time scale of the solidification process. In order to find
an appropriate value of the time scale p, the crystallinity at the central
longitudinal axis of the computational domain 1 is monitored during
simulations. When at a point along the longitudinal axis the apparent
crystallinity becomes close to one, the full cross-section at that location
can be considered solidified and it can be expected that the initial
pressurization inside the system has decayed almost completely. For
this reason, a time scale p is chosen such that, when the maximum

Fig. 24. Comparisons of the ratio between α-daughters and γ-parents and daughters from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular considerations,
see Table 3 and eq. (8), and exponential decay of pressure with the optimal values of p given in Table 4) and experiments at different initial pressure levels and with
a piston speed of 20 mm/s (a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and 80 mm/s (d).
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value of the apparent crystallinity at the axis is close to one, the pres-
sure has relaxed to a value lower than 50 bar. Fig. 14a shows the time
evolution of the maximum apparent crystallinity at the central axis with
a piston speed of 80 mm/s and at the four different initial pressures and
Fig. 14b shows the time evolution of the maximum apparent crystal-
linity at the central axis at an initial pressure of 400 bar and with the
four different piston speeds. It can be clearly seen how increasing the
pressure accelerates the crystallization process, while increasing the
piston speed has almost no effect on the maximum value of the ap-
parent crystallinity at the central axis (where only spherulites are
generated). The same trend is confirmed by Fig. 15, where the so-called
critical time, i.e. the time required to obtain a maximum value of the
apparent crystallinity at the axis >0.8 is plotted as a function of the
piston speed for the four values of the initial pressure.

On the basis of these results, initial values for p are chosen (see
Table 4) and all cases are re-run and results are compared with

experimental ones. However, still a not good agreement is found for
some cases and more simulations are run exploring the effect of varying

p in a small range around the original values given in Table 4. An
optimal fit between numerical and experimental data is obtained when

p is slightly increased when increasing the piston speed, as shown by
the optimal values of Table 4 and shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17.

Figs. 18 and 19, instead, show comparisons between the time evo-
lution of the apparent crystallinity in experiments and simulations
when the α-parent growth rate is expressed as a function of the trace of
the conformation tensor and the Rouse time are linked to the number
density of fluid induced nuclei. The results differ from the ones given in
Figs. 16 and 17, in particular for the high piston speeds. While with the
empirical model proposed by Roozemond et al. [26], the apparent
crystallinity tends to be over-estimated in the first 50 s of the test, the
new model here introduced gives a much better representation of the
experimental data, with only a moderate underestimation at low

Fig. 25. Comparisons of the ratio between the α-phase and all other phases from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular considerations, see
Table 3 and eq. (8), exponential decay of pressure with the optimal values of p given in Table 4, α-parent growth rate function of Ctr , see eq. (42), and Rouse
relaxation times function of Nf , see eq. (43)) and experiments at different initial pressure levels and with a piston speed of 20 mm/s (a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and
80 mm/s (d).
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pressure. As expected, the second part of the curves, instead, is not
much affected, since it mostly represents the crystallization of the iso-
tropic core of the slit, where spherulites are dominant. It is also inter-
esting to note that at high piston speeds experiments show an apparent
crystallinity almost independent of the pressure, while the model pro-
vides a clear link between these two quantities.

Figs. 20 and 25 show the ratio between the α-phase and all other
phases when using the empirical correlation of Equation (41) and the
dependence on the molecular stretch for the α-phase growth rate, re-
spectively. A good agreement between calculations and experiments
can be seen in both cases, with the latter simulations better capturing
the initial part of the transient behaviour of crystalization, especially at
the high piston speeds. It can be also noticed how, in general, simula-
tions show a rather uniform dependence on pressure (where lower
pressures display more α-phase relative content), while experiments
seem to indicate the same trend, but with a less regular dependence on
pressure (results at 300 and 400 bar are quite similar and more different

from results at 100 and 200 bar).
Regarding the γ-phase content, shown in Figs. 21 and 26, again a

slightly better agreement between simulations and experiments is ob-
tained when the α-phase growth rate is expressed as a function of the
trace of the conformation tensor. As expected, the γ-phase content in-
creases with pressure and also in this case the dependence on pressure
looks more homogeneous in calculations than in experiments.

Figs. 22–24 and 27, 28, 29, instead, show the ratio between the
content of parent and daughter lamellae of the different phases for the
two cases, respectively: the first three pictures reproduce the results
obtained with the empirical correlation for the α-parent growth rate of
Equation (41), while the last three give the results obtained by linking
the α-parent growth rate to the conformation tensor. These more de-
tailed pictures of the single phase single morphology content give even
more evident support of how the model correlating the α-parent growth
rate to the evolution of the conformation tensor provides a better pre-
diction of the crystallization dynamics, even if the time scale is

Fig. 26. Comparisons of the ratio between the γ-phase and all other phases from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular considerations, see
Table 3 and eq. (8), exponential decay of pressure with the optimal values of p given in Table 4, α-parent growth rate function of Ctr , see eq. (42), and Rouse
relaxation times function of Nf , see eq. (43)) and experiments at different initial pressure levels and with a piston speed of 20 mm/s (a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and
80 mm/s (d).
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somehow shifted, because of the mentioned necessary simplification
used in calculations. In any case, the final values of the ratio between α-
parent and α-daughter lamellae (Figs. 22 and 27) are nicely captured by
both models, with a rather little dependency on pressure in calculations
and in experiments. On the other hand, as expected, the dependency on
pressure of the ratio between α-parent and γ-(parent plus daughter)
lamellae is stronger, with the γ-phase favoured by pressure, as shown in
Figs. 23 and 28. A very good agreement between simulations and ex-
periments both in terms of dynamical evolution and of final values can
be noticed at high piston speeds, even if the model correlating the α-
parent growth rate to the molecular stretch underestimates the α-parent
content at low pressures. Simulation results capture rather well ex-
perimental ones also in the case of the ratio between α-daughter and γ-
(parent plus daughter) lamellae, as shown in Figs. 24 and 29. A clear
pressure dependence can be observed also in this case.

Finally, Figs. 30 and 31 show the comparisons between the final

values of the ratios between the different phases and morphologies as a
function of pressure at the different piston speeds and as a function of
the piston speed at the different pressures, respectively, in simulations
and in experiments. In particular, Figs. 30a–31a represent the ratio
between the α-daughter lamellae and the γ-parent and daughter la-
mellae, which decreases with pressure and it is slightly affected by the
piston speed both in experiments and simulations, while Figs. 30b and
31b shows the ratio between the α-parent lamellae and the γ-parent and
daughter lamellae. Here, while experiments detect a clearly decreasing
trend with pressure, simulations predict an underestimated almost
constant value independent of pressure and slightly varying with the
piston speed. Finally, from Figs. 30c, 31c and 30d and 31d, showing the
ratio of the total α-phase and γ-phase content over all other phases,
respectively, it can be observed that the α-phase contribution is slightly
overestimated in simulations, while the γ one is slightly under-
estimated.

Fig. 27. Comparisons of the ratio between α-parents and α-daughters from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular considerations, see Table 3
and eq. (8), exponential decay of pressure with the optimal values of p given in Table 4, α-parent growth rate function of Ctr , see eq. (42), and Rouse relaxation
times function of Nf , see eq. (43)) and experiments at different initial pressure levels and with a piston speed of 20 mm/s (a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and 80 mm/s
(d).
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4. Conclusions

A complete numerical tool, reproducing iPP structure development
in processing conditions similar to injection moulding, is presented. In
particular, the model is obtained via numerically (through the finite
element method) simultaneously solving the crystallization equations
(Roozemond et al. [13]), the slightly compressible flow equations, the
energy conservation equation and a non-linear viscoelastic constitutive
(XPP) model. Three different versions of the model are presented. A
first version of the model is obtained by using all parameters and
equations originally proposed by Roozemond et al. [13,26]. The second
version is an improvement by replacing the original Rouse times ob-
tained by extensional rheology measurements [26] with more realistic
values computed according to molecular considerations, as suggested
by Troisi et al. [1], and retuning flow induced crystallization para-
meters accordingly. In the third version, the empirical correlation used
by Roozemond et al. [26] to model the flow enhancing effect on the α-

parent growth rate is replaced by directly linking the latter with the
momentary molecular stretch for the mode with the highest relaxation
time as given by the trace of the conformation tensor. In this way, the
growth rate of α-parent lamellae is favoured during flow by the increase
of the conformation tensor and this effect gradually disappears after
flow because of the stress relaxation. In order to ensure a proper time
scale for the latter phenomenon, the dependence of Rouse relaxation
times on the number density of flow induced nuclei is also introduced
[52]. This third approach would require solving the flow and stress
equation for a very long time (until the full relaxation of the stress),
which is computationally very expensive, both because of the size of the
problem and because of the small time step needed to ensure stability.
Hence, a simplified calculation strategy is followed: after stopping the
pistons, the flow equations are solved only until the velocity field is
negligible all over the computational domain and pressure relaxes back
to its initial value. Next, only the stress, the crystallization and the
energy equations are solved until the end of the test. Even if this

Fig. 28. Comparisons of the ratio between α-parents and γ-parents and daughters from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular considerations,
see Table 3 and eq. (8), exponential decay of pressure with the optimal values of p given in Table 4, α-parent growth rate function of Ctr , see eq. (42), and Rouse
relaxation times function of Nf , see eq. (43)) and experiments at different initial pressure levels and with a piston speed of 20 mm/s (a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and
80 mm/s (d).
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procedure generates stress relaxation time scales shorter than those
obtained by keeping solving all equations, it is still considered to pro-
vide a good approximation of the system behaviour at a reasonable
computational cost.

The three versions of the model are applied to simulate the slit flow
test case of Troisi et al. [1] and numerical results are directly compared
with experimental ones, in terms of flow and crystallization quantities.
Results are analysed in terms of pressure drop across the slit and in
terms of apparent crystallinity and the relative content of the different
phases and morphologies. All three versions of the model properly
capture the pressure drop evolution across the system: the flow start-up,
the rapid upturn of pressure due to the oriented structure formation in
the shear layer and the pressure relaxation after stopping the pistons.
Such a good agreement supports model accuracy and its capability of
properly representing flow and crystallization phenomena and their
complex mutual interaction. In particular, the model correlating Rouse
relaxation times with the number density of flow induced nuclei shows
to better reproduce the sudden pressure up-turn related to the flow field

necking inside the slit.
A first comparison with the experimentally obtained evolution of

the apparent total crystallinity allows a further improvement of the
model. A too rapid growth of crystallinity as predicted by the model is
observed especially at high pressure. The reason is that in simulations,
after stopping the pistons and relaxing the flow field, pressure is kept
constant and equal to the initial value. In reality, however, during the
solidification process the pressure can dramatically decrease, even to
values close to atmospheric. Because of the too high computational cost
of the full simulation of the pressure evolution during the solidification
process, an empirical law is introduced for the pressure decay. In par-
ticular, pressure is considered to decay exponentially with a time scale
obtained by monitoring the crystallization process inside the slit. When
the maximum apparent crystallinity along the longitudinal axis reaches
a value close to one, the full cross section at that location can be con-
sidered solidified and the initial pressurization of the system decays. By
introducing the pressure reduction, a much better agreement between
numerical and experimental results is obtained for all model versions.

Fig. 29. Comparisons of the ratio between α-daughters and γ-parents and daughters from simulations (rheological parameters derived from molecular considerations,
see Table 3 and eq. (8), exponential decay of pressure with the optimal values of p given in Table 4, α-parent growth rate function of Ctr , see eq. (42), and Rouse
relaxation times function of Nf see eq. (43)) and experiments at different initial pressure levels and with a piston speed of 20 mm/s (a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and
80 mm/s (d).
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Some discrepancies can be still observed in the first 50 s of the test,
where the model with the empirical correlation for the α-parent growth
rate [26] tends to over-estimate the total crystallinity, while simula-
tions linking the α-parent growth rate to the trace of the conformation
tensor produce an under-estimation of the same quantity. In particular,
a more continuous crystallization process seems to be detected in ex-
periments, while simulations indicate a clear two-step process, where
first the oriented structures in the shear layer are formed and then the
spherulitic crystals in the central core are generated. In general it can be
concluded that the crystallinity development seems to be nearly pres-
sure independent at high speeds and α-parents are underestimated at
low pressures and high piston speeds.

Finally, comparisons are presented of the ratios between the single
phases and morphologies as found in simulations and in experiments: α-
and γ-phase content over total crystallinity, α-parent over α-daughter
lamellae content, α-parent over γ-parent and daughter lamellae content,
α-daughter over γ-parent and daughter lamellae content. In these cases
a good agreement in terms of final values at the end of the test is ob-
tained between simulations and experiments, with only a small over-
prediction of the α-phase and a small underprediction of the γ-phase by
the model. Furthermore, the model correlating the α-parent growth rate
to the molecular stretch seems to better reproduce also the crystal-
lization dynamics, even if with a time scale shifted with respect to the

experimental one, due to approximations in the calculation procedure,
necessary to make the simulation cost acceptable.

In conclusion, the model presented here represents a complete tool,
able to properly simulate processing conditions similar to injection
moulding and capture the complex iPP crystallization process quite
well. This encourages future research directed to adapting the model to
simulate other relevant processing conditions.

Applying the modelling to other grades would require new para-
meter values for many of the equations. However, It was demonstrated
that, although quite different grades of iPP's were used (Ziegler-Natta
iPP versus a set of metallocene iPP's) almost all of the parameters could
be kept the same [55]. Good results for α- and γ-phase evolution were
found while for the β-phase substantial discrepancies were found. The
amount of flow-induced nuclei could be directly coupled to the fraction
of high molecular weight molecules in a bimodal iPP.

Finally, the overall goal of this type of work is to predict (local) final
mechanical properties of products from processing conditions and
material characteristics. An excellent example of relating deformation
and failure kinetics of iPP polymorphs to structural parameters can be
found in Refs. [2,3] and for PA6 in Ref. [56]. The ultimate goal is not to
measure these structural parameters but to predict them. That would
close the circle.

Fig. 30. Comparisons of the final values of the ratios between α-daughters and γ-parents and daughters (a), between α-parents and γ-parents and daughters (b),
between the total α-phase and all other phases (c) and between the total γ-phase and all other phases (c), from simulations and experiments as a function of the initial
pressure at the different pistons speeds 20 mm/s (a), 40 mm/s (b), 60 mm/s (c) and 80 mm/s. In simulations rheological parameters are derived from molecular
considerations, see Table 3 and eq. (8), the exponential decay of pressure with the optimal values of p given in Table 4 is implemented and α-parent growth rate is a
function of Ctr , see eq. (42), and Rouse relaxation times are functions of Nf , see eq. (43).
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